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COSMOlogical Monte-Carlo 



COSMOlogical Monte-Carlo 

v  CosmoMC is a Fortran 2008 Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) engine for exploring 
cosmological parameter space, together with code for analysing Monte-Carlo samples and 
importance sampling. There are two programs supplied: cosmomc and getdist. 

v  Uses CAMB for the Boltzmann solver (http://camb.info ) 

v  Author: Anthony Lewis.  

v  Code and documentation: http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc  

v  Specific forum for questions/tips and discussion: http://cosmocoffee.info/  



Data compression in Cosmology 

Statistical approach: Bayesian analysis 

We have to deal with the inverse problem of probability. We use a Bayesian approach, 
which is based on the Bayes´ theorem: 



Cosmological parameter estimation 

v  The cosmological parameter estimation is done comparing the observed power spectra with 
theoretical ones, by means of the likelihood function L .  

v The main difficulty now is not the size of the input dataset, but the dimensionality of the parameter 
space.  

v  Dimensionality of the parameter space: {Ωb, Ωm, ΩΛ, Ων, H0, τ, n, nT, AS, AT,…, calibration, beam 
uncert.} 

v  Posterior (maximum likelihood) evaluation: 
v  Grid method 
v  Monte-Carlo Markov Chains 

 



Example of application: grid method 

 
v  Rubiño-Martín et al. (2002): Grid method in a 7-dimensional space.  
v  Family of models to explore: 

v  Inflation with single scalar field 
v  Adiabatic perturbations 
v  No tensor modes. 
v  No hot dark matter (neutrino contribution set to zero). 
v  Normalization of the model was treated separately.  

v  A grid of 800,000 models was computed.  



Example of application: grid method (II) 

Rubiño-Martín et al. (2002) 

(pre-WMAP data) 



Monte Carlo Markov Chains 

v  A Markov Chain is is a discrete-time stochastic process with the Markov property. 

v  Markov property: a stochastic process has the Markov property if the conditional probability 
distribution of future states of the process, given the present state and all past states, depends only 
upon the present state and not on any past states, i.e. it is conditionally independent of the past states 
(the path of the process) given the present state. 

 
v  Example:  

Estimate the value of PI using a Markov Chain. (see Python 
Code example_mc.py ; or IDL code example_mc.pro). 
 
 



Monte Carlo Markov Chains 

v  A Markov Chain is is a discrete-time stochastic process with the Markov property. 

v  Markov property: a stochastic process has the Markov property if the conditional probability 
distribution of future states of the process, given the present state and all past states, depends only 
upon the present state and not on any past states, i.e. it is conditionally independent of the past states 
(the path of the process) given the present state. 

v  It can be used to sample probability distributions. For example, using the Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm (see Lewis & Bridle 2002; see also http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/ ). 
 



Monte Carlo Markov Chains: Metropolis-Hastings algorithm – Example.  

v  Example. Consider the following model, with a=0, b=2.34. 

 

v  Assume that we measure in ten values of X = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, .. 9], and we obtain then observed 
values of  Y, each one with an error sigma=1.5. For example: 

Y =      [0.22096867      0.42906582       6.6721405       6.6635210       8.0009305       15.520682 
       12.675221       17.097184       18.156356       21.744441] 

y = a+ bx



Monte Carlo Markov Chains: Metropolis-Hastings algorithm – Example.  
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v  Example. Consider the following model, with a=0, b=2.34. 

 

chain 

y = a+ bx

Monte Carlo Markov Chains: Metropolis-Hastings algorithm – Example.  



Example of application: MCMC 

 
v  Rebolo et al. (2004): MCMC in a 12-dimensional 
space.  
v  Input dataset: VSA data, WMAP, and other CMB 
experiments. 
v  Number of models explored is of the order of 
250,000 for each case. à more efficient sampling. 



Example of application: MCMC (II) 

Planck Collaboration XIII (2016) 



Example of application: MCMC (III) 

Planck Collaboration XX (2016) 



II. COSMOMC. Structure of the code 



COSMOMC directory (Nov 2016 ) 

test.ini   à basic input file. See also test_planck.ini 
batch1/ à old scripts 
batch2/ à Planck 2015 and LSS scripts. Default. 
batch3/ à other scripts (DR12 BAO, HST Riess et al.). 
 
source/  à source code 
data/     à reference data for all likelihoods. 
camb/ 
chains/ 
paramnames/ 
 
 



ArrayUtils.f90 
BaseParameters.f90 
CMB.f90 
CMB_BK_Planck.f90 
CMBlikes.f90 
CalcLike_Cosmology.f90 
Calculator_CAMB.f90 
Calculator_Cosmology.f90 
Calculator_PICO.f90 
CosmoTheory.f90 
CosmologyConfig.f90 
CosmologyParameterizations.f90 
CosmologyTypes.f90 
DataLikelihoods.f90 
ElementAbundances.f90 
EstCovmat.f90 
FileUtils.f90 
GeneralConfig.f90 
GeneralSetup.f90 
GeneralTypes.f90 
GetDist.f90 

Source files 
HST.f90 
IO.f90 
ImportanceSampling.f90 
IniObjects.f90 
Interpolation.f90 
Likelihood_Cosmology.f90 
MCMC.f90 
Makefile 
Matrix_utils_new.f90 
MiscUtils.f90 
MpiUtils.f90 
ObjectLists.f90 
ObjectParamNames.f90 
ParamSet.f90 
PowellConstrainedMinimize.f90 
RandUtils.f90 
SampleCollector.f90 
StringUtils.f90 
bao.f90 
bbn.f90 
bsplinepk.c 

calclike.f90 
cliklike.f90 
cmbdata.F90.old 
driver.F90 
likelihood.f90 
lrggettheory.f90 
minimize.f90 
mpk.f90 
propose.f90 
samples.f90 
settings.f90 
supernovae.f90 
supernovae_JLA.f90 
supernovae_SNLS.f90 
supernovae_Union2.f90 
szcounts.f90 
wigglez.f90 
wl.f90 
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CosmoMC documentation: http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/doc/  
 
 
 
settings.f90  
This defines the maximum number of parameters and their types.  
 
Calculator_Cosmology.f90 and Calculator_CAMB.f90  
Routines for generating Cls, matter power spectra and sigma8 from CAMB. Override 
the calculator class in Calculator_Cosmology.f90 to implement cosmology using other 
calculators e.g. a fast approximator like PICO, or other Boltzmann code. etc.  
 
DataLikelihoods.f90 This is where you can add in new likelihood functions  
 
driver.F90 Main program that reads in parameters and calls MCMC or post-processing.  
 
propose.f90 This is the proposal density and related constants and subroutines. The 
efficiency of MCMC is quite dependent on the proposal. Fast+slow and fast parameter 
subspaces are proposed separately. See Lewis (2013) for a discussion of the proposal 
density and use of fast and slow parameters.  
 



III. Running the code 



Serial mode: 
 
> ./cosmomc test.ini 1 
 
 
MPI mode: 
 
> mpirun –np 2 ./cosmomc test.ini 
 
Python script: 
 
> python python/runMPI.py test 
 
 



COSMOMC ini-file: test.ini 



COSMOMC ini-file: test.ini 



batch2/common.ini 

To sample  P^(1/T) rather than P 
(good for the tails of P, the posterior 
distribution) 



batch2/common.ini 

(Gelman and Rubin R statistic) 



batch2/likelihood.ini 

This controls the extra information that you 
want to put inside your likelihood function.  



batch2/params_CMB_defaults.ini 

Center   min   max   start_width   propose_width  



PLANCK 2015 likelihood 

https://wiki.cosmos.esa.int/planckpla2015/index.php/CMB_spectrum_%26_Likelihood_Code  



Likelihood	  Methodology	  

Ø Hybrid	  mul3-‐frequency	  likelihood	  approach	  
–  Large	  scales	  (l<30):	  map-‐based	  Gaussian	  likelihood	  
–  Small	  scales	  (l≥30):	  Gaussian	  likelihood	  approxima9on	  on	  
spectra	  

Ø Marginaliza3on	  over	  foregrounds	  
–  Large	  scales:	  Gibbs	  marginaliza9on	  (map	  level)	  
–  Small	  scales:	  Parameterized	  at	  the	  spectrum	  level.	  Plik	  

Ø Valida3on	  
–  Data	  selec9on	  
–  Null	  tests	  
–  Simula9ons	  
–  Foreground	  cleaned	  CMB	  maps	  

30	  



Planck	  power	  spectrum	  (TT)	  

31	  

Plik 
lowl 



The default parameters (which get implicit flat priors) are: 
 
omegabh2 - the physical baryon density  
omegach2 - the physical dark matter density  
theta - 100*(the ratio of the [approx] sound horizon to the angular diameter distance)  
tau - the reionization optical depth  
omegak - omega_K  
mnu - the sum of the neutrino masses (in eV)  
nnu - the effective density parameter for neutrinos Neff  
w - the (assumed constant) equation of state of the dark energy (taken to be 
quintessence)  
ns - the scale spectral index  
nt - the tensor spectral index  
nrun - the running of the scalar spectral index  
logA - ln[10^10 A_s] where A_s is the primordial superhorizon power in the curvature 
perturbation on 0.05Mpc^{-1} scales (i.e. in this is an amplitude parameter)  
r - the ratio A_t/A_s, where A_t is the primordial power in the transverse traceless part 
of the metric tensor  
 
The list of parameter names and labels used in the default parameterization is listed in 
the supplied params_CMB.paramnames file, inside paramnames/.  

Parameterizations 



III. Analysing the output of COSMOMC. 



After running COSMOMC:  
 
Ø  Output files in chains/

Ø  .txt files contain the chains. The format is: 
weight  likelihood  param1  param2  param3 ...


Ø  .data binary data files for post-processing, contain the chains, 
power spectra, etc. Only generated if requested (indep_sample>0) 
 
Ø  .log files contain STDOUT from each chain.  

Ø  .paramnames file, listing the names and labels of the parameters 
corresponding to the columns 3+ of the output chain files.
 

But you need to do post-processing of the chains (thinning, 
burn-in period) and study convergence à getdist. 
   > ./getdist distparams.ini  
Or you can run cosmomc with action=1 inside .ini file. 



distparams.ini 







 
 
Ø  Convergence diagnostics are generated in the same 
directory, with files named *.converge, *.likestats, 
*.margestats, *.covmat , and *.corr

file_root.margestats file contains the means, standard deviations and marginalized 
limits for the different parameters  
 
file_root.likestats gives the best fit sample model, its likelihood, and limits from 
the extremal values of the N-dimensional distribution.  
 
file_root.converge contains various convergence diagnostics  
 
file_root.corr contains parameter correlations  
 
file_root.covmat contains a covariance matrix you can use as a proposal matrix for 
generating future chains  



Ø   Gelman and Rubin "variance of chain means"/"mean of chain 
variances" R statistic. This statistic can be computed if you have multiple 
chains. Typically you want the value to be less than 0.2. 

Ø   For individual chains, getdist computes the Raftery and Lewis 
convergence diagnostics. This uses a binary chain derived from each 
parameter depending on whether the parameter is above or below a given 
percentile of its distribution. It is basically a criterion for accuracy of the 
estimation of a certain quantile q. It also assesses the thin factor needed for 
the binary chain to approximate an independence chain.  

Ø   There are other statistics included in getdist (see documentation for 
details).  

Convergence diagnostics 



COSMOMC output files (in chains/ )
Ø  .txt files contain the chains. The format is: 

weight  likelihood  param1  param2  param3 ...








Ø  .paramnames file, listing the names and labels of the parameters corresponding to 
the columns 3+ of the output chain files.











P̂ =

P
wiPiP
wi

All chains use weighted samples (first column). Properties of the chains have to be 
computed taking into account those weights.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
For plotting the posterior distributions, you have to “weight” the samples in the chain 
and do histograms. 
 

Weighted samples 



Importance sampling 
(see Lewis & Bridle 2002, Phys.Rev.D66:103511,2002)  

Do importance sampling of any pre-computed chain, adding a Gaussian likelihood 
for an additional parameter, as H0.  
 
For example, c=73.8 km/s/Mpc, σ=2.4 km/s/Mpc.  
 
 

Exercise 1. Importance sampling  
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c=73.8 km/s/Mpc, σ=2.4 km/s/Mpc.  



c=75.8 km/s/Mpc, σ=2.4 km/s/Mpc.  



Exercise 2. Forecasting  

Run a full case of  a likelihood of an ideal experiment.  

Note: You will need to use the exact approach for the likelihood. See this post: 
http://cosmocoffee.info/viewtopic.php?t=231 for detailed information on the 
likelihood. It uses the full-sky (exact) likelihood given by (Lewis 2005):  
 
 
 
 
Preparation of files: use python/makePerfectForecastDataset.py 
Uses as an input an ideal or simulated files with Cls 
(see slides on Healpix course – cosmic variance for an ideal experiment). 
 
 
Including this realization inside .ini files:  
  
cmb_dataset[MyForecast]=data/MyForecast/test_lensedCls_exactsim.dataset 
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Cosmic variance (e.g. Knox 1995) 

For the case of beam and instrumental noise, the expression changes to: 
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Example of application: forecast of the 
impact of recombination uncertainties of 
the recovered cosmological parameters 
from Planck (R-M, Chluba, Fendt & 
Wandelt 2010) 



http://www.iac.es/congreso/cosmo2017    - Registration will open soon!   


